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A module is distributive if for submodules A, B, and C we have 
A n (B + C) = A n B + A n C. We characterize distributive modules by 
the property that the socle of any quotient of such a module has homogeneous 
components which are either simple or zero. We prove theorems about rings R 
such that R s, RR, or both are distributive. Finally, examples are given which 
show that the endomorphism ring of a distributive module of finite length need 
be neither left nor right invariant. 
INTRODUCTION 
A module M is distributive if for any submodules A, B, C we have 
A n (B + C) = A n B + A n C. Commutative rings satisfying the above 
are called arithmetical rings and were studied by Jensen in [5], who proved 
that, if they are domains, then they are Priifer. An account of the noetherian 
case may be found in Behrens [I]. 
Recently, there has been some study of arbitrary distributive modules, 
and several results may be found in Cohn [3, Chap. 41. Most recently, 
comprehensive general results have been obtained by Stephenson [7]. 
In this paper, we characterize distributive modules by the property that 
the homogeneous components of the socle of any quotient of such a module 
must be simple or zero [Theorem 11. We then show that a semiprime ring 
of finite right Goldie dimension, satisfying certain chain conditions must be 
a product of domains (Proposition 2 together with Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.1 
of [7]). These domains are then seen to behave very much like Dedekind 
domains, even though they are not assumed to be commutative [Theorem 61. 
We also discuss commutativity of ideals in these domains [Proposition 7, 
Theorem 81. 
Finally, we give examples which answer questions of Cohn concerning the 
endomorphism ring of a distributive module. 
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Many of our results are obtained for rings in which one sided ideals are 
two sided (invariant rings). The motivation for this lies in Corollary i to 
Theorem 4.1 of Stephenson, which states that a module AI, whose lattice 
of submodules is distributive (a D-module), and which satisfies certain 
weak chain conditions (rumax or WIllin, see the section following) has the 
property that all of its submodulus are invariant under the endomorphisms 
of M. In particular, a ring R for which .R and R, have a distribtitive lattice 
of submodules, and which satisfies one of wrnax or wmin on each side has the 
property that every one-sided ideal is two sided. 
The first part of the paper is essentially devoted to reducing the study of 
right D-rings to the study of domains, while later on we generalize some 
classical results from commutative algebra. The reader who is famihar with 
these results will note that many of the arguments are adaptations of the usual 
arguments in the commutative case. Here again, the motivation for gener- 
alizing from commutative rings to invariant rings is the fact that in a large 
number of cases distributivity implies invariance. 
Our primary goal is the proof of Theorem 6 which gives a characterization 
of semiprime noetherian D-rings. 
TERMINOLOGY AND A FUNDAMENTAL PROPOSITION 
We shall often be considering modules M over a ring hi& are both left 
and right R modules. If it is necessary to be explicit 
write AIR for M considered as a right R module and ,&I for M considered 
as a left R module. The category of right R modules will be denoted by 
mod-R and the category of left R modules by R-mod. For elements *PZ, n in 
Np, we let (nz : E) = (Y E R ) nr E mR> (resp., m E Rm for a left module RM). 
Often, M will be an (R, R) bi-module and we will write (PZ : n), (resp., 
(m : n)J when we are multiplying n by scalars on the right (resp., on the left). 
A submodule N of a module M is fully invariant if every endomorphism of 
takes N into N, and M is invariant if every submodule of M is fully invariant. 
If M is a bi-module we shall use the adjectives left and right to distinguish 
sides, so that in particular a ring R is right imariant if every tight ideal is 
aIso a left ideal. 
A condition unmodified by the adjectives left or right will be assumed to 
hold on both sides, so that a noetherian ring is two-sided noetherian, etc. 
If a is an element in a ring R we let r(a) denote the right annilnilator of a, 
and E(a) denote the left annihilator of a. Sometimes we will write arm(a) if 
d(a) = r(a). 
If R is a left and right Ore domain with quotient ring Q and AR is a right 
ideal in R, we define (A&l = {q E Q 1 qiz, C R). Likewise for left ideals J 
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define &4)-r = (4 E Q j RAq C RR). We say (Aa) (resp., J) is invertible if 
(AR)-l(AR) = R (resp., &(sA)-l = R). 
A module M has spare-free socle if its socle has at most one copy of each 
simple module. An ideal I in a possibly noncommutative ring is element-wise 
prime if given a, b E R with ab E I then either a E I or b E I. 
Also, from Stephenson [7j we take the following definitions: A module M 
has rumin if every quotient module has nonzero socle and wmsX if every 
submodule has a maximal submodule. A module is a D-module if its lattice of 
submodules is distributive. A ring R is a right D-ring if RiR is a D-module. 
Finally, from Stephenson we have the following fundamental proposition: 
PROPOSITION A. A module M is a D-module if and only if for all m, n E M, 
(m : n) + (n : m) = R. 
I 
Our first result gives a simple characterization of D-modules in terms of 
the socles of their quotients. This result is useful in proving Proposition 7. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be an R-module. Then M is a D-module if and only if 
foor every submodule N, M/N has spare-free socb. 
Proof. The necessity is proved in Cohn: every quotient and submodule 
of a distributive module is distributive, so that if M/N contained a submodule 
of the form S @ S, where 5’ is simple, it would have to be distributive. 
But Proposition 1.1, p. 146 of Cohn states that if a direct sum Ml @ ik& of 
two modules is distributive then Hom(M, , MJ = 0. [Look at ((m, f (m))} 
for some f E Hom(M,M,).] 
Conversely, let a, b E M. We show that (a : b) + (6 : a) = R by showing 
that this sum lies outside of every maximal right ideal of R. Let K be any such. 
Consider the module aR + bR/aK + bK. The images of a and b in this 
module generate simple or zero submodules, but if they both generated 
distinct simple submodules we would contradict the hypothesis. The above 
may be summa rized by the statement that one of the following conditions 
must hold: 
(1) aEbR+aK+bK=aK+bR. 
(2) bEaR+aK+bK=aR+bK. 
Ifl,writea=br+akora(l-~)=brso1-~~(b:a).Since(l-~)~K, 
we have (b : a) $ K. If 2 holds, we get (a : b) e K. 
Next, we reduce the study of a large class of D-rings to the study of 
D-domains. The proof is an application of the ideas found in [2]. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let R, have jinite Goldie dimension. iy R is Q: semiprime 
right D-ring which is right invariant, then R is a product of a finite ~urnbe~ o;f 
~omains~ 
The critical observation needed in the proof is that if XY = 
= 0, since rR is also a left ideal. 
e first show that if a E R then y(a) is generated by an idempotent. First, 
the above observation gives that [aR n r(a)12 = 0 so that semiprimeness 
+ y(a) to be direct. Next, let Cy=, @ s,W be a sum of right 
ideals which is sential in r(a). Then, the element d = a i s1 + I.. + s, 
is regular. For, if dx = 0, then since the sum is direct ax = 0, so that 
x E r(a). Also, s2x = 0 for each i. I f  x # 0, there is an Y E 
XY = CL, siti # 0, but since six = 0, and every right ideal is tw 
we have (xrRJ2 = 0 and XY = 0, so that x = 0. 
Now, let 6 = 5.1 + ‘.. + s, . By Proposition A, (a : b& -+ (b : a), = R. 
Now if ar = bt then (arR)2 = 0 so that a~ = 0. Thus, (6 : a), = r(a) and 
(a : b)? = I so that y(a) + r(b) = I?. The fact that a + b is regular gives 
T(Q) n r(b) = 0, so that y(a) @y(b) = R. 
rCrow, since RR has finite Goldie dimension we may write 
where the A, are indecomposable right ideals. They are in fact two-sided, 
since pi, is right invariant, and are therefore generated by central idempotents 
(this is true in any ring). One easily verifies that the hypotheses of the theorem 
are preserved by ring summands, so that in each Ai , the right annihilator 
of every element is generated by an idempotent, but, since the A, are 
indecomposable, they are in fact domains. 
Remark. It was shown in Lemma 1 of [2] that a commutative semi- 
hereditary ring is a D-ring. Further, the first corollary of [2] asserts that a 
commutative ring R of finite Goldie dimension is semihereditary if and only 
if it is a semiprime D-ring. In fact, Proposition 2 was motivated by the 
following structure theorem, which, while easy to prove, does not seem to be 
in the literature. 
THEOREM 3. If R is a commutative ring of Jinite @oldie dimension, 
semike~edita~y if and only if R is a jinite product of Pr$er domains. 
$roof. Since R has finite Goldle dimension, R is a product of a finite 
number of indecomposable rings. These rings are clearly semihereditary. 
But in a semihereditary ring the annihilator of an element x is generated by 
an idempotent since 0 -3 ann x + R -+ XR -3 0 splits. So, the ring direct 
summands of R are domains. 
We now turn our attention to establishing our main result, Theorem 6. 
Tbis result will state that certain ideals are projective, or generators on the 
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appropriate srde. In the commutative case, it is usual to use invertibility 
when discussing these matters, so we do likewise here. To prove our next 
proposition we need the following observation: If R is an invariant domain 
with quotient ring Q, then for all ideals A CR, (RA)-l = (A&l. For, if 
q E Q and a E A with qa = Y E R, then q = ra-l = a-4, where s E R so that 
aqER. 
We now have the following generalization of the result that in a commu- 
tative domain an ideal is projective if and only if it is a generator. The proof 
is an exact transposition of the usual one, but since it is short we record it 
here for convenience. 
LEMMA 4. If  A is a nonzero ideal in an invariant donaain R, then A, 
(resp., RA) is projective ;f and only if RA (resp., AR) is a generator in R-mod 
(resp., mod-R). 
Proof. R is clearly an Ore domain since a product of two ideals is contained 
in their intersection. Let Q be the quotient division ring of R. Let { fi , ai> 
be a dual basis for AR. Then, since fi: A -+ R, and QR is injective, each fi 
is given by left multiplication by an element qi EQ. Pick any a E A, a f 0 
then 
a = f  a&(a) = C a,q,a 
i=l 
or, 
1 = C aiqi . 
Now, by the remarks preceding the Lemma, (RA)-l = (A&l so that 
RAq, C R, and the above equation shows that CFG, RAqi = RR or that RA is 
a generator. The converse is obtained by reversing the argument. 
As mentioned in the introduction, Jensen [5] proved that a commutative 
domain is a D-domain if and only if it is Priifer, i.e., finitely generated ideals 
are invertible. Below, we generalize this to invariant domains, showing that 
if R is an invariant, right D-domain then an ideal A such that RA is finitely 
generated has the property that AR is invertible. A well known theorem of 
commutative algebra asserts that an ideal in a commutative domain R is 
invertible if and only if for all maximal ideals M it is principal in R,, the 
localization at M. The proof and theorem below is an adaptation of that result 
and its proof as found in Kaplansky [6, Theorem 621. 
Note that if R is an invariant ring then R is a one sided D-ring if and 
only if it is a two sided D-ring since the lattice of left ideals in R is the same 
as the lattice of right ideals. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be an invariant domain which is a right D-domain. 
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Then, ;f  A is an ideal in R which is finitely generated as a left I? module the right 
ideal A, is invertible in the quotient ring Q of I?. 
PYOOJ. Let X = (al ,..., a,} generate RA. To show that (A&l A, = 
we show that (AR)-l(AR) lies outside of every maximal right idea; M of 
To do this, define the following relation on X: ai < aj if (aj : a&. lies outside 
of M. By Proposition A any two elements are comparable. Further, the 
relation is transitive, for, let ais E ajR and aju E a&. Then su Q! M, since IPI 
is element-wise prime, but 
aisu = ajru = a# E a& 
Since X is finite we can pick a minimal element a, while the above obser- 
vations show that a is less than all other elements. In p 
there is an si # M with aisi E aR. Let s = rsi . Then, s 
s E Iq siR so that ais E aR = Ra. This yields that a,sa-r E 
since X spans RA. But, by the remarks preceding Lemma 3, (aA)-1 = (A&l 
so sa-IA, C R, while s = (sa-l)a $ .?!I, and we are done. 
We now prove our main result: 
HEOREM 6. The following are equivalent: 
(1) is a semi-prime, noetherian D-ring. 
(2) is a finite product of invariant domains in which every ideal is a 
generator on each side. 
(3) R is a fkite product of invariant domains in which every ideal is 
projective OPZ each side. 
(4) R is a j&Ye product of noetherian invariant domains in whick every 
ideal generated by two elements on a given side is a generator on that side. 
(5) W is a $zite product of noetheGan invariant domains in which every 
idealgenerated by two elements on a given side is projective on that side. 
PPOOJ 1 + 2. Since R is left and right noetherian, 
zumax, so by Corollary I to Theorem 4.1 of Stephenson 
right invariant. By Proposition 2, R is a product of domains which are clearly 
and right noetherian, invariant, and left and right D-domains. By 
position 4, if P, is an ideal in one of these domains? both &I and AR are 
invertible. Clearly, then, both AR and ,& are generators. 
2 * 3. By Lemma 3 an ideal in an invariant domain is projective on 
one side if and only if it is a generator on the other. 
3 a 4. The only issue is that the domains in cprestion are noetherian. 
The asual commutative proof works: if A is an ideal in such a domain with A, 
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projective, then sA is a generator by Lemma 3, so there are qi E (&l)-l with 
Cy=, sip, = 1. Then the ai generate AR , since a = C& a&a) with qia E R. 
3 - 5. The same as 3 * 4. 
4 + 1. We modify the proof of the main lemma of [2]. Let S be one of 
the domains. First we show S is a D-domain. Let a, b E S. Then aS + bS = 
Sa + Sb = As is an ideal which is a generator in mod-S. So there are 
fi E Homs(As , S,) with C:&(A) = S. Since the quotient ring Q of S is 
injective as an S module, there are qi E A-r C Q with Cy=, q&l = S (recall 
A;’ = J-r). Write (1) C%, qiai = 1. Now, each ai = yiu + sib, and if we 
substitute this into (1) and collect terms we can find u, 8 E A-l with 
(2) uu + vb = 1. Again, since (As)-r = (,A)-l we have bu E R and av E R. 
We use this as follows: b(ua) = (bu)a = ax; a(vb) = (av)b = by. Thus, 
uu E (a : b)r and vb E (b : a), so that (2) implies 
(a : b)? + (b : a), = R 
and by Proposition A, each domain is a left and right D-domain. By applying 
Proposition A component-wise it is easy to see that a finite product of D-rings 
is a D-ring. Since R is a product of domains, it is semiprime, and the proof 
of 4 * 1 is complete. 
5 + 1. Is the same once one uses Lemma 3 to go from projectives 
to generators. 
Remark. The noetherian hypothesis was used in condition 1 of the 
theorem because it is natural and implies finite Goldie dimension and 
invariance (the latter by way of w maX and Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.1 of 
Stephenson). One can replace the noetherian hypothesis by the hypothesis 
that R is invariant and has &rite Goldie dimension and replace “ideal” by 
“ideal, finitely generated on the left and right,” in the theorem. 
Our next result shows that the unique factorization of ideals in commutative 
dedekind domains goes over to invariant right D-rings. The proof is exactly 
the same as the classical one, once one knows that for maximal ideals AI, iV, 
MN = NM. Our real interest is in Corollary 8. 
Below, in the theorem, one obviously needs to assume only one sided 
noetherian since an ascending chain of one sided ideals is also an ascending 
chain of other sided ideals. Moreover, an invariant one sided D-ring is also 
a two sided D-ring, by the remark before Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 7. If  R is a noetherian D-domain then every one sided ideal is 
two sided and every nonzero ideal in R is a product of maximal ideals. Further, 
for any two sided ideals A, B in R, AB = BA. Also the decomposition of an 
ideal into a product of maximal ideals is unique up to the order of the factors. 
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Proof. By Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.1 of Stephenson, every one sided 
ideal is two sided. 
To obtain the existence of the decomposition one proceeds exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 97, page 68, of [6]. Every ideal in W is invertible by 
Proposition 5. Since by Proposition 3, (A&l = (RA)-1 for ideals A C 
abbreviate this common value by A-r. 
Now let A be an ideal contained in pi. Put A in a maximal. ideal 
n/l, is invertible, so we may write A = (AMyI) Ml . Since A C fig> we 
APi; C R. Set X, = AM;‘, then XI # A or else AAIr = A. ~~~ti~~yin~ 
by A-r we get -n/r; = R, since A is invertible by Proposition 5. This is a 
contradiction. 
We now perform the same operation with A replaced by XI and write 
X, = (X,Mi”) M2 or A = (X,M;l) M2Ml. Kate that since AMI C A 
we have A C AM;’ so A C XI . Continuing in this fashion we have a chain 
A C X, C X2 which stops only when X, = 0 or A = MB+, ‘.. MI . 
To show uniqueness, we first show that for any two maximal ideals M 
and N, MN = NM. The module M/MN is semisimphe and ali the simple 
summands are isomorphic, since every element is annihilated by the maximal 
right ideal N. ?Jow the module /M/N is a G-module since quotients and 
submodules of B-modules are D-modules. Therefore, by Theorem 1, 
M/MN is either simple or zero. It cannot be zero or else we obtain iW = MN 
or W = M-rM = lFIMiV = N, a contradiction IYTow if AI = AT we are 
done. If not, we have M r) M n N 3 MN with n/r # M n N. By the above 
we have M n N = MN. Therefore, MN = NM = M n lV. 
Uniqueness can now be obtained by the following standard argument: 
If Ml ... Mm = M; ... -Mhr, since Ml is prime, some AJi’ C MI or MI = Mi’. 
Now multiply by the inverse of Ml , and continue canceling in this way. 
Kow, for a dedekind domain one does not always have unique factorization 
of elements but one does have unique factorization of ideals. AndogouslyP 
a two sided noetherian two sided B-ring “1ooks” very commutative, and, 
in fact, for right ideals (= left ideals) we have: 
RY 8. df A and B are right ideals irz a ~~e~~e~~a~ -domain thera 
Pmof. Each is a product of maximal ideals, and these commute. 
Finally, we have a result for two sided noetherian domams which relates 
distri’butivity to invertibility and a kind of commutativity 
is a domain with a two sided quotient ring Q, and a, b 
[a, bjt = a-%-lab and [a, b], = aba-lb-l. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a noetherian domain with quotient division ring $2, 
then the following aye equivalent: 
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(1) For all a, b E R, [a, bJT E R, [a, b], E 17, and every r&ht ideal A, 
and every left ideal RA is invertible. 
(2) R is a D-domain. 
Proof. 2 + 1. Since R is left and right noetherian by Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 4.1 of [7], R is invariant. By Corollary 8, any two ideals A and B 
in R satisfy AB = BA. Let a, b E R. Then, aRbR = bRaR, but 
aRbR = a(Rb)R = a(bR)R = abR and bRaR = b(Ra)R = b(aR) = baR, 
so ab = bar and a-lb-1 E R. Likewise, since R is invariant, bar = sba so 
ab = sba and aba-lb-l E R. Proposition 5 gives the fact that every ideal is 
invertible. 
1 * 2. We first show that any two right ideals commute. It is clearly 
enough to do this for principal right ideals. The hypothesis that [a, b]? C R 
is equivalent to abR C baR, so that abR = baR since we also have [b, all, E R. 
So if Y E R we have rb = brs for some s. Thus, arbt = abrst so that 
aRbR C abR. But ab E aRbR, thus aRbR = abR. Likewise bRaR = 
baR = abR, so that if A and B are right ideals in R, AB = BA. Now, in 
particular, setting A = R we have that B is invariant. And since the 
hypotheses used thus far are symmetric every left ideal is invariant, so R is. 
Then, by Proposition 5 and Theorem 6, R is a D-domain. 
PI 
A ring is right (left) invariant if every right (left) ideal is two-sided. 
Cohn [pb. 6, p. 151, pb. 7, p. 1741 h as asked whether the endomorphism 
ring of a distributive module of finite length (or more generally with D.C.C.) 
is left or right invariant. We present examples of distributive modules of 
finite length whose endomorphism rings are not invariant on the appropriate 
side. 
Dlab and Ringel [4] say a ring is of type (2, 1) if it is local with radical 
J, such that: 
(1) R/J is commutative. 
(2) J” = 0. 
(3) J as a left R module is a direct sum of two simple modules, while J 
is simple on the right. 
They give an example of such a ring. [Let F(t) be the field of rational 
functions over a field F. In F(t) x F(t) d e fi ne addition component-wise, and 
multiplication by 
(f1(t>, gdtN(fdt), g&N = (fi(t)f2(t~~fi~t2) m + gdt)fdtNl* 
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‘this ring has precisely two nonzero right ideals an the lattice of sub- 
odules of R viewed as a right R-module is easily seen to be distributive. 
is not left invariant because Rx # J for any x E ] by condition 3, but 
RxR = J since J is simple as a right R-module. We can also use to find 
a right R-module whose endomorphism ring is not right invariant. 
T$o do this, let T = R” (the opposite ring of R). Let x E j = rad T. Then, 
since J is simple on the left but has Goldie dimension 2 on the right, +here is 
an Y E R, r a unit with J = xR @ TXR. Consider the module R!xR. Let S 
denote the eigenring of xR((fG R 1 YX E XR}). Now, Rrx = J, SC YXT = pm, 
or Y-lpr E S. Now, since T/J is commutative, r-r(pr) - (pi) r-r E I, or 
(Y-PY - p)x = 0. Thus px = +PYX = XY, or p E S. 
Let us pass to SIxR = End R/xR and denote the image of s in SixR by S. 
Now J C S since Jx = 0 so we may consider the sum 
Now YXY = prx. So that if SlxR is to be right invariant we wouid have to have 
rxr = EE, for some s E S. This says that there is an xt with 
or 
YX? = YXS + xt 
rx(y - s) E XR. 
Pf r - s is a unit, we obtain a contradiction since YX 6 xR. If Y - 3 is not a unit, 
thenr--sEJorr =s+jandweget: 
rx =sx+jx =sx, 
again a contradiction, since sx E xR, but YX $ x 
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